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The uneven deformation of filled rock joints subjected to ground stress

can easily cause instability in engineering rock masses. Fluctuations in

morphology and filling are the main factors affecting the normal

deformation of filled rock joints. To study the effect of the degree of filling

and the degree of morphology fluctuation on the normal deformation of filled

rock joints, we conducted a systematic experimental study. First, rock joints

with joint roughness coefficients of 1,5, 9, 13, and 17 were selected based on

Barton’s typical curves. Then, filled rock joint samples were made using a self-

developed filled rock joint sample mold and three-dimensional engraving

technology. Lastly, compression tests were carried out to analyze the effect

of the degree of filling and the degree of morphology fluctuation on the normal

deformation characteristics of filled rock joints. The results show that the

degree of filling significantly affects the normal deformation of filled rock

joint samples. The normal deformation of filled rock joints has a nonlinear

relationship with normal stress. The power function equation canwell represent

the normal closure deformation behavior of filled rock joints. Additionally, a

relationship between themaximumclosure deformation of filled rock joints and

the degree of filling was established based on Bandis’s empirical formula. The

proposed equation takes into account the effect of the degree of filling by

replacing the rock joint opening with filling thickness, and the predicted values

are in good agreement with the experimental results.
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1 Introduction

The normal deformation of rock joints is an important mechanical behavior of rock

masses, which can have a major effect on the safe construction and production operation

of many engineering projects, such as oil or gas exploitation, enhanced geothermal

systems, and the underground disposal of nuclear waste (Muller, 1977). The uneven
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deformation of rock joints can easily cause instability in

engineering rock masses, resulting in engineering accidents.

Therefore, it is of great importance to engineering to conduct

experimental studies on the normal deformation characteristics

of filled rock joints. Scholars have carried out extensive

experimental and theoretical studies into the normal closure

deformation of jointed rock masses and have obtained some

important results.

In laboratory investigations into the normal deformation

characteristics of rock joints, Makurat et al. (1995) conducted

normal cyclic loading and unloading tests on natural rock

joints using a CSFT device and obtained a normal stress-

closure deformation curve of rock joints. Qiao and Li. (2016)

suggested that the relationship between the normal stress and

rock joint closure deformation is typically nonlinear, based on

compression test results. Zhao (2017) conducted an

experimental study on the loading rate effect of the normal

deformation of rock joints and obtained the relationship

between normal deformation and loading rate. Yuan (2017)

revealed the variation law of maximum normal deformation,

initial normal stiffness, and rock joint opening degree with

joint roughness coefficient (JRC), by conducting normal

compression tests of rock joints with different

morphologies. Luo and Jiang (2021) studied the effect of

stress on the mechanical properties of rock joints. Huang

et al. (2022) analyzed the interaction mechanism between

stress and liquid-filled rock joints.

In establishing a constitutive model, Shehata (1971) and

Sun (1983) suggested that a power function model and a semi-

pair function model could fit well the normal stress-rock joint

closure deformation curve, but the power function model was

not able to predict the maximum rock joint closure

deformation. Then, a hyperbolic equation was proposed by

Bandis et al. (1983) and later modified by Bandis and Barton

(1985) to improve the prediction performance. Two free

parameters, the maximum rock joint closure and initial

normal stiffness, were used to shape the hyperbola. Saeb and

Amadei (1992) proposed an analytical equation to predict the

maximum rock joint closure of an opened rock joint.

Additionally, Malama and Kulatilake (2003) established a

unified index model based on the deviation between the

predicted results of a modified hyperbolic model and test

data. Furthermore, Guo and Su (2010) used five different

models to fit the normal stress-closure deformation curve.

Their results showed that the modified hyperbolic model

could well represent the normal deformation behavior of

rock joints. Wu and Gao (2015) used a hyperbolic model to

fit the normal stress-closure deformation curves obtained from

the normal cyclic loading-unloading test and realized for the

first time the numerical simulation analysis of cyclic loading-

unloading. Zhang and Ding (2017) considered that the power

function model can be used to represent the relationship

between normal stress and rock joint closure deformation in

different load stages under low stress conditions. Li and Cui

(2021) analyzed the variation rule of parameters in the power

function equation by performing a numerical simulation.

In summary, although scholars have carried out extensive

studies into the normal deformation characteristics of rock joints,

there have been few studies of filled rock joints. This paper

presents the results of a systematic study of the normal

deformation characteristics of filled rock joints with different

fluctuation morphologies. We propose a new formula that can

better represent the relationship between maximum closure

deformation of filled rock joints and the degree of filling,

based on Bandis’s empirical formula, and its performance was

verified using test results.

2 Methodology

2.1 Multifunctional rock-soil contact
damage test system

All of the compression tests of rock joints with differing

degrees of morphology fluctuation and filling were conducted

using a multifunctional rock-soil contact damage test system.

The test system was composed of a loading system, sample box

system, control system, and hydraulic system, as shown in

Figure 1. Loading stress was provided by a MOOG D633

1000 kN hydraulic actuator, and the maximum pressure was

1000 kN. A force sensor and a displacement sensor were fixed on

the axial steel columns to monitor the pressure and axial

deformation of the samples. The technical parameters of the

multifunctional rock-soil contact damage test system are shown

in Table 1.

FIGURE 1
Multifunctional rock-soil contact damage test system.
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2.2 Test material

2.2.1 Rock samples
For tests, the upper and lower specimens of rock joints

usually comprise a similar material or natural rock. To make

the mechanical properties of the rock samples the same as the

field rock mass, diabase was used in this study.

A uniaxial test of the diabase was carried out using rock

triaxial apparatus (MATEST C089-19CR), and the compressive

strength was found to be 113.6 MPa.

2.2.2 Typical fluctuation morphology of rock
joints

Fluctuation morphology is a major factor that affects the

normal deformation of rock joints. To study the effect of the

degree of morphology fluctuation on the normal closure

deformation of filled rock joint, rock joints with JRCs of 1, 5,

9, 13, and 17 were selected based on a typical Barton curve, as

shown in Figure 2.

According to the method for the quantitative description of

rock joints recommended by the International Society of Rock

Mechanics, the average degree of fluctuation of a rock joint

profile is used as a quantitative parameter to describe the degree

of fluctuation of rock joint morphology. The average degree of

fluctuation of rock joints is defined as:

a � 1
2
(a1 + a2) (1)

Where a1 is the left morphology degree of fluctuation, mm; a2 is

the right morphology degree of fluctuation, mm.

The average degree of fluctuation of a selected Barton curve is

shown in Table 2.

2.2.3 Filling
Rock joints generate interlayer fracture zones under the

action of weathering, ground stress, and other factors, and

rock is broken, forming fillings. Diabase fragments were used

as the filling material in this study, and the filling acquisition

process is shown in Figure 3. Diabase fragments were produced

using a three-dimensional (3D) numerical control engraving

machine. Then, fragments with particle size less than 1 mm

were collected after screening. Lastly, a filling with a moisture

content of 5% was prepared after adding an appropriate quantity

of water to the fragments.

The composition and content of the filling are shown in the

Table 3:

2.3 Sample preparation

2.3.1 Engraving of rock joint fluctuation
morphology

It is difficult to obtain natural rock joints in the field, and

some rock joint conditions can barely meet the test design

requirements. Therefore, in this study 3D engraving

technology was used to sample rock joints with different

fluctuation morphologies. First, a model of rock joint

morphology was established using modeling software. Next, a

path file was generated using path processing software, which was

then imported into the engraving control software. Lastly, rock

joints were engraved using the numerical engraving machine, as

shown in Figure 4.

TABLE 1 Technical parameters of the multifunctional rock-soil contact damage test system.

Number Name Technical parameter

1 Dimension (length × width × height) 2735 mm × 2850 mm × 3000 mm

2 Maximum normal loading test force 1000 kN

3 Load precision ±1%

4 Displacement precision 0.01 mm

5 Normal deformation measurement range 0–100 mm

FIGURE 2
Typical fluctuation morphology.
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2.3.2 Preparation of filled rock joint samples
The pre-experiment showed that the following relationship

between filling mass and thickness exists:

msoil � α · t (2)
Where msoil is the filling mass, g; α is the empirical coefficient,

g·mm−1; and t is the filling thickness, mm.

Compression test results showed that the filling thickness was

5.1 mm after preloading on a filled rock joint sample with a filling

mass of 200 g. Thus, the coefficient α was calculated to be

39.2 g mm−1 according to Eq. 2.

The preparation of filled rock joint samples is a key process in

compression tests. The production process is as follows. First, the

lower rock joint specimen is placed in the sample box, and then

the prepared filling is added to the lower rock joint specimen in

three layers. Finally, the upper rock joint specimen is placed on

the filling. The specific process is shown in Figure 5.

2.4 Test plan

The compression tests were carried out under a lateral limit

to prevent filling extrusion. A normal stress of 12.5 MPa was

determined, to avoid the occurrence of fractures in the rock joint

sample during the loading stage. This experiment was divided

into five groups, with each group containing five rock joint

samples with filling degrees k of 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2. The

specific test scheme is shown in Table 4.

TABLE 2 Average degree of fluctuation of the Barton curve.

JRC Degree of left
morphology fluctuation/mm

Degree of right
morphology fluctuation/mm

Average degree of
fluctuation/mm

1 1.5 0.84 1.17

5 2.24 3.88 3.06

9 2.62 9.64 6.13

13 8.86 8.68 8.77

17 13.54 7.88 10.71

FIGURE 3
Filling production process: (A) diabase fragments produced; (B) fragments with particle size less than 1 mm; and (C) filling with a moisture
content of 5%.

TABLE 3 Composition and content of filling.

Number Composition Content (%)

1 Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 70.87

2 Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 12.57

3 Calcium oxide (CaO) 2.18

4 Magnesium oxide (MgO) 1.56

5 Potassium oxide (K2O) 2.55

6 Sodium oxide (Na2O) 3.34

7 Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 0.7
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3 Analysis of test results

3.1 The normal stress-closure
deformation curve of unfilled rock joints

Figure 6 shows the normal stress-closure deformation curve

of an intact sample and that of a rock jointed sample. The closure

deformation of rock joints was calculated by the normal

deformation of the rock jointed sample minus that of the

intact sample.

Figure 7 shows the curves of normal stress-closure

deformation of unfilled rock joints and initial normal

stiffness-JRC of unfilled rock joints. It can be seen from

Figure 7A that the closure deformation of rock joints has a

nonlinear relationship with normal stress. Closure deformation

shows an increasing trend with the increase of normal stress.

Additionally, there is a critical value of normal stress in a normal

stress-closure deformation curve. Closure deformation of the

rock joint increases rapidly with the increase of normal stress,

when the normal stress is lower than the critical value. The

FIGURE 4
(A) Engraving machine; (B) the path file generated; (C) the engraving process; and (D) an engraved rock joint sample.

FIGURE 5
Sample preparation process: (A) rock joint lower specimen; (B) filling is added; and (C) rock joint upper specimen.

TABLE 4 The thickness of the filling.

Degree of
filling

JRC1 (mm) JRC5 (mm) JRC9 (mm) JRC13 (mm) JRC17 (mm)

0 0 0 0 0 0

0.5 0.58 1.53 3.07 4.39 5.36

1 1.17 3.06 6.13 8.77 10.71

1.5 1.76 4.59 9.20 13.16 16.07

2 2.34 6.13 12.26 17.54 21.42
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increasing rate of closure deformation slows down as the normal

stress exceeds the critical value. The test results (Figure 7B)

indicate that closure deformation of unfilled rock joints decreases

and initial normal stiffness increases with the increasing degree

of morphology fluctuation.

3.2 The normal stress-closure
deformation curve of filled rock joints

Figure 8 shows the curves of normal stress-closure

deformation of filled rock joints under different degrees of

filling. It can be seen from Figure 8 that closure deformation

of filled rock joints increases with the increase of normal stress

and that the curve possesses a high degree of nonlinearity. The

primary reason is that filling is the main factor affecting the

normal closure deformation of filled rock joints, and the

deformation of filled rock joints is significantly greater than

that of unfilled rock joints.

Figure 9 shows the curve of normal stress-closure

deformation of filled rock joints under same filling thickness.

The test results indicate that under same filling thickness, rock

joint closure deformation decreases with the increasing degree of

morphology fluctuation.

3.3 The normal stress-closure
deformation curve of filled rock joints in
the loading-unloading stage

Figure 10 shows the curve of normal stress-closure deformation

of a filled rock joint sample in the loading-unloading stage. It can be

seen from Figure 10 that the filled rock joint sample exhibits a

hysteresis loop between the loading and unloading paths. An

irreversible deformation is observed after unloading. The

irreversible deformation of a high degree of filling (k=2) rock

jointed sample is significantly greater than the low degree of

filling (k=0.5) rock jointed sample. The main reason is that the

degree of filling contributes more to hysteresis and irrecoverable

deformation than the degree of morphology fluctuation does.

4 Normal closure characteristics of
filled rock joints

4.1 Normal stress-closure deformation
relationship of filled rock joints

The power function is a commonly used normal constitutive

model of rock joints. A test curve of filled rock joints with a JRC

of 17 was fitted using a power function model. The results are

shown in Figure 11, and the fitting parameters are shown in

Table 5. The test results show that the power function equation

FIGURE 6
Normal deformation of a rock joint with a JRC of 13.

FIGURE 7
(A) Normal stress-closure deformation curve of an unfilled rock joint and (B) initial normal stiffness-JRC curve of an unfilled rock joint.
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can well represent the normal deformation behavior of filled rock

joints. The fitting correlation coefficients between the power

function model and a test curve under different filling degrees

are greater than 0.99. Nevertheless, the values predicted by the

power function model show deviation from the test results in the

early stage of loading, but the degree of agreement between test

results and predicted values is high in the later stages of loading.

Additionally, the fitting of parameters a and b of the model shows

an increasing trend with the increase in the degree of filling. The

fitting curve can stably represent the normal deformation

behavior of filled rock joints.

4.2 Influence of the degree of morphology
fluctuation on the normal closure
characteristics of filled rock joints

Existing experimental studies show that the deformation of

rock jointed rock changes from rock joint closure to elastic

deformation of rock as the normal stress is 1/3σc (Liu and Tang,

1999). Therefore, when the normal stress reaches 1/3σc, the

deformation of a rock joint reaches the maximum closure

deformation Vm. Figure 12A shows the curve of normal

stress-closure deformation of filled rock joints with different

degrees of morphology fluctuation. It can be seen from

Figure 12A that the normal stress-closure deformation curve

of filled rock joints possesses a high degree of nonlinearity. The

FIGURE 8
Normal stress-closure deformation curve of a filled rock joint under different degrees of filling: (A) k=0.5; (B) k=1.0; (C) k=1.5; and (D) k=2.

FIGURE 9
Normal stress-closure deformation curve of a filled rock joint
under the same filling thickness.
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stiffness of rock joints increases with the increase in closure

deformation.

Figure 12B shows the curve of the maximum closure

deformation-JRC. It can be seen from Figure 12B that under

the same degree of morphology fluctuation, the maximum

closure deformation of filled rock joints increases as the

degree of filling increases. The primary reason is that the

closure deformation of filled rock joints is mainly caused by

the deformation due to filling. Additionally, under the same

degree of filling, the maximum closure deformation of filled rock

joints increases with the increase in the degree of morphology

fluctuation.

FIGURE 10
Normal stress-closure deformation curve of a filled rock joint sample in the loading-unloading stage: (A) k=0.5 and (B) JRC=5.

FIGURE 11
Power function fitting curve: (A) k=0.5; (B) k=1.0; (C) k=1.5; and (D) k=2.
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Bandis proposed a formula that can represent the

relationship between maximum closure deformation of

unfilled rock joints and morphology fluctuation degree, based

on a large number of experiments, as shown in Eq. 3.

Vm � A + B(JRC) + C(JCS
e
)D

(3)

Where Vm is the rock joint maximum closure deformation, mm;

JRC is the rock joint roughness coefficient; JCS is the rock joint

compression strength, MPa; e is the rock joint degree of opening,

mm; and A, B, C, and D are fitting parameters.

As shown in Figure 13, a high degree of linearity can be

possessed by average fluctuation degree-JRC curve. To consider

the effect of the degree of filling on the maximum closure

deformation of rock joints, the rock joint opening e in Eq. 3

is replaced with filling thickness. The specific equation is shown

in Eq. 4.

t � [M(JRC) + N] · k (4)

TABLE 5 Fitting parameters of the power function model.

Degree of filling Functional equation Fitting parameter a Fitting parameter b Fitting correlation coefficient
R2

0.5 σn � (ΔVj/b) 1
a 0.1319 3.1675 0.9975

1 0.1518 3.3296 0.9985

1.5 0.1539 3.8021 0.9974

2 0.1722 4.0949 0.9971

FIGURE 12
Effect of the degree of morphology fluctuation on the normal closure deformation characteristics of filled rock joints: (A) normal stress-closure
deformation curve of a filled rock joint (k=2) and (B) maximum closure deformation-JRC curve of a filled rock joint.

FIGURE 13
Average fluctuation-JRC fitting curve.
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FIGURE 14
Maximum closure deformation-JRC curve under different degrees of filling: (A) k=0.5; (B) k=1.0; (C) k=1.5; and (D) k=2.

FIGURE 15
Effect of the degree of filling on the normal closure deformation characteristics of a rock joint: (A) normal stress-closure deformation curve of a
filled rock joint (JRC=17) and (B) maximum closure deformation-filling degree curve.
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Where t is the filling thickness, mm; k is the degree of filling; and

M and N are fitting parameters.

The parametersM andN obtained by fitting the test curve are

0.6197 and 0.3902, respectively. The relationship between

maximum closure deformation of filled rock joints and the

degree of filling is as follows:

Vm � A + B(JRC) + C( JCS
k · [0.6197(JRC) + 0.3902])

D

(5)

Eq. 5 is used to fit themaximum closure deformation-JRC curve

under different degrees of filling, and the results are shown in

Figure 14. It can be seen from Figure 14 that the modified empirical

formula of Bandis can well fit the maximum closure deformation of

the filled rock joint-JRC curve, with a fitting correlation coefficient

that is higher than 0.95. The degree of agreement between test results

and predicted values from the modified formula is high.

4.3 Influence of the degree of filling on the
normal closure characteristics of rock
joints

Figure 15A shows the normal stress-closure deformation curve

of rock joints with different degrees of filling. The test results

(Figure 15A) indicate that the variation law of closure

deformation of filled rock joints is approximately consistent under

different degrees of filling. The closure deformation of filled rock

joints increases with the increase in the degree of filling, and the

closure deformation of unfilled rock joints is the smallest.

The maximum closure deformation-filling degree curve of filled

rock joints is fitted by a linear function of ΔVm � P · k + Q, where

ΔVm is the maximum closure deformation of rock joints, mm; k is

the degree of filling; and P and Q are the fitting parameters. The

fitting results are shown in Figure 15B, and the fitting parameters are

shown in Table 6. The fitting results show that the maximum closure

deformation-filling degree curve of filled rock joints possesses a high

degree of linearity, without considering the degree of morphological

fluctuation. The maximum closure deformation increases with the

increase in the degree of filling.Moreover, the linear function canwell

fit the maximum closure deformation-filling degree curve of

filled rock joints. The fitting correlation coefficient is higher than 0.93.

5 Conclusion

Fluctuations in morphology and filling are the main factors

affecting the normal deformation of filled rock joints. We

conducted a systematic experimental study to investigate the

effect of the degree of filling and the degree of morphology

fluctuation on the normal deformation of filled rock joints. The

main conclusions are as follows:

1) The degree of filling significantly affects the normal

deformation of filled rock joint samples. The normal

closure deformation of filled rock joints increases with the

increase in the degree of filling.

2) Under the same filling thickness, the normal closure

deformation of filled rock joints decreases and initial

normal stiffness increases with the increase in the degree

of morphology fluctuation.

3) A filled rock joint sample exhibits a hysteresis loop between the

loading and unloading paths. Irreversible deformation is

observed after unloading, and the deformation of a large

degree of filling (k=2) of a rock jointed sample is significantly

greater than a small degree of filling (k=0.5) rock jointed sample.

4) Under normal stress, the normal deformation behavior of

filled rock joints is nonlinear, and the stiffness of rock joints

increases with increasing closure deformation. The power

function equation can well represent the normal deformation

behavior of filled rock joints.

5) A formula that describes the relationship between the

maximum closure deformation of filled rock joints and

the degree of filling was established based on Bandis’s

empirical formula. The formulation takes into account

the effect of the degree of filling by replacing the rock

joint opening with filling thickness. The degree of

agreement between test results and the predicted values

from the modified formula is high.
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TABLE 6 Fitting parameters of the linear function.

JRC Fitting parameter P Fitting parameter Q Fitting correlation coefficient
R2
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5 1.186 1.165 0.9429

9 2.25 1.25 0.9581

13 2.186 2.465 0.9644

17 1.622 4.28 0.9841
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